HAPEVILLE CHARTER MIDDLE SCHOOL
2012-2013 UNIFORM POLICY
ALL UNIFORM SHIRTS, PANTS, SHOES AND ACCESSORIES CAN BE PURCHASED AT J&R CLOTHING.
IT IS LOCATED 1307 HWY 85 FAYETTEVILLE, GA 30214.
PE UNIFORMS CAN BE PURCHASED ON SITE DURING OPEN HOUSE.

Shirts

Boys

Girls

8th Forrest Green HCMS polo shirt with
emblem

8th Forrest Green HCMS polo shirt with
emblem

7th Navy HCMS polo shirt with emblem

7th Navy HCMS polo shirt with emblem

6th Gold HCMS polo shirt with school emblem 6th Gold HCMS polo shirt with school emblem
**SOLID WHITE THERMALS CAN BE WORN
UNDERNEATH POLO SHIRTS DURING WINTER
MONTHS

Pants/
bottoms

Accessories

Shoes
Jackets
	
  

Solid Navy casual full length pants or knee
length shorts

**SOLID WHITE THERMALS CAN BE WORN
UNDERNEATH POLO SHIRTS DURING WINTER
MONTHS

Solid Navy cotton/polyester casual pants full
length (no capris!)
Solid Navy cotton/ polyester skirt or skortknee length

(pants should not have more than two pockets,
be excessively baggy nor contain decoration) Solid Navy cotton/ polyester knee length
shorts
No cargo shorts allowed.
(clothes should be, contain no decoration, or
excessive amount of pockets)
Solid Black/brown belt without decoration

Solid black/brown belt without decoration

Solid white/ black/ navy ankle socks

Solid white/ black/ navy ankle or knee socks

Conservative Jewelry: 12in or shorter gold or
silver necklace, bracelet, and small earrings
only

Conservative Jewelry: 12in or shorter gold or
silver necklace, bracelet and small earrings
only

Solid black K-Swiss casual shoes in canvas

Solid black K-Swiss casual shoes in canvas

Brown suede dirty buck shoe

Brown suede dirty buck shoe

Students will be allowed to wear HCMS hooded sweatshirts, sweater or jackets which contain
the HCMS emblem ****Other jackets will be prohibited
	
  Uniforms	
  must	
  be	
  purchased	
  from	
  J	
  R	
  Clothing	
  Fayetteville,	
  Ga.	
  770-‐	
  461-‐3440	
  	
  	
  
ww.jandrclothing.com	
  

Students	
  at	
  Hapeville	
  Charter	
  Middle	
  School	
  are	
  required	
  to	
  wear	
  uniforms.	
  This	
  policy	
  is	
  approved	
  by	
  our	
  Board	
  
and	
  solidly	
  supported	
  by	
  all	
  parents/students	
  applying	
  to	
  HCMS.	
  The	
  uniform	
  policy	
  is	
  strongly	
  enforced.	
  Students	
  
who	
  do	
  not	
  comply	
  with	
  the	
  uniform	
  policy	
  will	
  face	
  disciplinary	
  actions.

Students are expected to dress and groom themselves in such a way as to reflect neatness, cleanliness, and
safety. All students shall be modestly dressed and groomed so as not to distract unreasonably the attention of
others or to cause disruption or interference with the educational program or the orderly operation of the school.
Extremes in dress or appearance will not be permitted. The principal or other duly-authorized school official
shall determine whether any particular mode of dress or grooming results in a violation of the spirit and intent
of this rule.
The following rules apply to all students:
1. Apparel or jewelry which designates “gangs,” neighborhood affiliations, or similar organizations will not be
allowed. Solid colored tees (tees that hang below the waist) are not allowed.
2. All male students must wear belts and pants must be worn at the waist. No Sagging pants/shorts.
3. Shirts must be tucked in and belts must be visible. No excessive blousing.
4. No short-shorts or mini-skirts are to be worn.
a. Shorts, culottes, skorts, and skirts must be of appropriate knee length (appropriate length as determined by
administration).
b. Boxer or bicycle shorts are not allowed.
5. No hats, curlers, head scarves (religious exceptions are permissible), bandannas, earrings (for males), sweat
bands, sunglasses, or gloves are to be worn during school hours.
6. No clothing that is low cut, transparent, or that has revealing sides are allowed.
7. All jewelry must be in good taste.
8. All T-shirts must be in good taste (no suggestive wording or advertisements for tobacco, drugs, or alcoholic
beverages). School administration will determine what is appropriate and acceptable.
9. Pants any length between the knee and the ankle are acceptable. Pants must not be frayed at the edges and
peppered with holes.
10. No midriff tops, ripped or torn jeans will be allowed.
11. Shoes must be worn at all times. No flip flops. Shoes must have a wrap around the heel.
12. Tank tops and “white-tees” are inappropriate for school for males or females.
13. Wallet chains are not allowed.
14. Pajamas and bedroom shoes, flip flops are inappropriate for school.
	
  

